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mischievous little air waves that flit 

over mountain tops, breezing their way inland from 

the maternal sea continue to tesse us and elude our 

attempts to discover their pretty patterns." 

bruce Combs 
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LEE-WAVS OF AN ISOLATED 
MOTPTAIN DURING RAINSTAGE 

CHAPTER I 

INTRODUCTION 

Patterns of airflow over moirìtains are still only 

partially known. One of the better understood patteras 

is tìa standin wave In the lee of a mountain under 

certain atmospneric conditions. These standirì-. waves aro 

cllod lee-waves. 

This pap.r will be concerned with physical properties 

of these waves and physical circumstances that make thoni 

exist. 1nce literatJre uçon tais subject is very broad, 

I will treat the special case of lee-waves c3urIn rain- 

stage behind an isolated pak. 
The first part of this paper will deal with the 

development of tac theory and certain analytical conclu- 

abus that can be drawn from the theory The midportion 

of this paper will show certain data substantiating the 

theoretical portions. The third portion of this paper will 

deal with concludii comrrents arid proposals for further 

research. 
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CW\PTER II 

Theory of Lee-Waves Puring Rainste: 
Perturbation ethod. 

The problem of aprox1mnting the flow pattern of 

standing iaves In the lee of a mountain involves the use 

of hydrod'riamical equations. wince ti'e direct solutions 
of hydrodynamical equations are Impossible to solve in a 

general manner, tne use of a perturbation tecunique 

renders them solvcble under certain conditions. 
The method of perturbations means that a disturb' uce 

Is superimposed :pofl a 1ven basic flo. This basic flow 

must be laminar, iseritropic, and frictioniess. The 

restricti n that the flow be laminar Is important since 
trie irflow in mountain recions Is generally otherwise. 

ho restriction that trie flow be isentroIc imr;lies that 
tii poteutial temperature is constant nlon', the stream- 

linee, also the assumption of frictioriless flow is a fair 
aproximatIon for the aIrfloJ at mountain he1ht. The 

disturbed terms rust be much seislior In magnitude in 

coperIson to ne undisturbed ternis. This restriction 
provides differential equations to be converted into 
alebraic equations. This means products of disturbed 
terms ar° neglected. 

Three basic differential equations are used: The 

equation of motion, the equation of continuity, and the 



first law of thermodynamics. Scorer (Li.) has done this for 

cases where thermodynamic stsuiiity e.xists 

For the case of rainsta%e, the stability becomes 
neutral i.thich means tbat the equlveLe-it poteitial tempera- 

ture is constart with height. Also, for th case of an 

isolated mountain, the Coriolis terre in the equation of 

motion is of smell relative importance. 

The e'iations being used in vector form are: 

-3 

(1) 

¿'çVTV 

3ndisturbed velocity is horizoital and dependent upon 

z. ()V)o) 
Disturbed velocity Is 

(, -, 

The other terms are defined as: Absolute temperature 

T , pressure P , dosity , reciprocal of potential 

tempera turo 

(2) P 

a term expressing the jressuro chanie 



1,-I 

(3) i( p,) 

The values at the ground rare denoted by a subscript 
I , the undistur'Ded values aro denoted by O and the 

disturbed values have no subscript. (T and W are total 
values.) 

1,t-: e 

v-= (L1.) 

,k(x- c.+) 
(A7 

Where 

.=. 
L 

, 
C ; T is the period 

applying to the disturbed velocity, we 

obtain 
z:J1 ç(.1 --- I )ç )\ 

i K Lr - u' - / 
') 

,- (At' 
(5) 

) ? J ) --- 
4-1 is constant along a streanì1iie, thus 

(6) ((4v) 4- zQ 
This equation expresses tue iseritropic nature or the 

flow. 

The hydrodynemic equation of motion is 



This equation expressed ii the usable form becomes 

((M+) (Vv)k }(u V4= 
(8) 

So1vin for t»ie second component of the disturbed 

ve1ocit:, ie have 

,I/*v)= )Aio 

(U)(íL)(t/i) J,')o 

(9a) 
V 

Soivin1 l'or tii: first component oÏ tìe disturbed 

velocity, wo have 

(U*(*t) ()() I i: 

II 
(gb) 

4-=---- 
C4'T 

Solving for the third component of the distur 

velocity ives 

CUii)'-) 
( lo) 

1ík r- 



Froni the original theory. the pressure component of 

trie hydrodyriamical equation is 

arid knowing (2) arid (3L we find 

_ía - ((- y) 
'&( 

? - tc 
Therefore, the final form is 

(li) -L _I e'r12. 
i;; 1-j(c40.4-w)- r0 . 

a)1 j 

Using (il) to equate 'dth the equation of continuity. 

the first component becomes 

PR-i;- û (U)() ± = - (ìi 
(12) LAi-lA1 

(13) 

- ± ò - 
The second component becomes 

()(v) (Vv') 
J (9fr0 

-t(1 
The third component becomes 

j-(i; (f) () : 
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' (i) / (--iì 
1u1t1p1yin; ( 1? , ( i d ( ii ) U*"t , V+v , 

r e s p e e t i V i y 

(U+J 

(1) (A - 

I - 
((kv v' 

(16) 

vv/ 

VK1) 
) 

( i 7 ) 

( o ',-JIUT:; 

Adding (1g), (16), a:ìd (17), 

* í - kVv - (U vv'7)3 



[;] 

TJsitlg (9), 

(k(Aj * 

(18) - (M+(V(r, 

The equation of continuity in perturbated form is 

(19) \T ,a V=- {- (W4) -4(v') +* /'=ó 

From (18), 

ik14 j ( ) 
(kr) = 

Aasumin/t and %Ç is large 

(20) w-=o 
Solving for L'I. 

t,tf_ 
(21) 

Since V'.V>:::c is true, t:ie flow is nondivergent. 

Therefore, tore exists as scslar functions (strearnlines)Y' 

-a, < .y V431 
- - 

Al s o, V ((4 + K (A/ ; ThUS I. L.J 
) 
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(22) 

(23) 

( í-'_ 
Substituting (22) into (21) 

IA (I vt-- 'j- - 

- ç 

(23) substitited into (9b) snd (io), while also 

e1ixninting ¿..) , 1vea 

¿4 - k / + 

(A 

II + ( 

For all ressonsble values of 1.4 , 

4U 

(2L) 

T hua 

(2) I, (Ii- k) = o 

b'Ihero (,1 

(1 

i.quation (2) is ti ive equation for the special 

case ofJLk=C , wbere C Is constant. 3ince 

deondent upon the change in wind speed, lt is a continu- 

ously changing function in te atmosphere. Therefore, the 

best approximation for continuously changing values of 

is to asurne values of E constant within a layer. The 

solution o equation (2) becomes 



1i 

(It, 

(26a) 
- Ae + 

If >' , the boundary condition is Ao otherwise the 
d1stirbance increases exponentially, If L_ , then M is 
ima : 1. na ry 

(26b) 

re V 

Since the energy source is at the round, tuo 

boundary condition must again be inserted. 

For an airstroam divided into two layers, where 
i and 2 refer to the lower and upper layers respec- 

tively. z equal zero is taken at the interface. 

1' 

>0 

> >- 

The streamlines ro :iven by 

(27) 

h ( * ) - 

, 

( 0 5 L -'4, - - ikA M , 
When trie flow is to the lee of a mountain over rela- 

tively level ground, the lee-waves will occur ir 
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, thus 

(28) A4,Ce-LJ41 k+ ,sti,A-o 
quati)n (2) has a solutin when 

i-r- ' 
(29) > 

there this corresponds to the smallest root k * The 

conditiri (29) is obtained from a series axpansion. 

i nc e 

(30) L4 
frfl - "L 

and k can be found from wind data, the wave1enths of lee- 

waves can be possibly predicted for the case of rainstage. 
A further pyaicai interpretation and extended theory 

will he presented in the next chapters. 
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CHAPTR III 

Theoretical bind frofile for 

Lee-Javes During Heinstage 

The direct dependence of the wavelength uron the wind 

profile hes been established in the previous chapter. If 

this is analyzed further, the wind profile will have a 

certain theoretical shape. 

For a layer 

z - 
a - where 

is equal to a constant. 

This has a solution 

tA4e 
For normal atmospheric conditions the wind increases 

with height, tìorefore 

then t4 -4 ' 

&' 

¶z 4 (C.d- t/ ¿ + 

(3l)14C4.rLVE,) wtiere -. 
-J 

denotes the real part. 

From the condition C,cô , the term 

_L 1 
(t -:-L would also 

be less than zero. Therefore, the wind profile in the 

atmosphere would have the following shape. 
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since cosine arid sine curves have trie same shape and 

A must be the maximum wind speed in a layer, trie follow- 

Ing equation is obtained 

(32) A where 

is the layer thickness and is the maxImum wind speed 

within the layer. 

Wavelengths of the order of a mile behin. an isolated 

mo.iritain such as Marys Peak have a characteristic wind 

profile. This profile can be constructed from the data 

according to the following equation. 

(33) ¿A U 
- 

L2i 

Furtearmore, equation (33) can be used with equation 

(28) to find the theoretical wavelength. 

(314) ,1(, 
¿40j4 

44 L1 , i, ¿ - 

where 
h1, - L_ 

t4'1 

1quation (3t) has been progranmied on a diital computer. 
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CHAPThR IV 

'MPLITUDE FACTCRS OF' £iE-WAVIS 

Most of the previous discussion 'ìas been concerned 

i.dth tiìe wnve1enth of lee-waves. This chapter will 

describe tie piìysical factors tict effect the aiplitude 

of 1ee-wavos since the matiienatics is quite eiborete, 
the author will refer the reader to Corby (2) for the 

derivations. 

Mountain ize and bhape 

The effect of the mountain size and the shape is 
found by t}e amplitude terni: 

(3) e 
I(j:i where k is the wave number, k 

is the height of the riountaicx, and is the "half- 

width" of tìe nrnuritain at helf of its total height. Wo 

see that the above term is e maximum for the smallest 

integral multiple of k. when K 

Therefore, 

6- - 

This is the resonance effect which implies that the 

mountain tcìat flea dimensions iii resonance with the wave- 

length will cause e larger amplitude wave than those waves 

not near resonance . Tterefore, the largest countains do 

n t necessarily cause the strongest arr:plitde lee-waves. 
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For rys heck and icvos of tho order of one mile: 

6 o. LGj t e rl& 

- 

Furtnermoro, essuidn the slope of Nerys Peak is 13 

degrees, the "effective" ho![.t o.' the peck is: 

+,4N 1'3°- 8o fi- 

k= 31# 
The eftective" height of Marys Peak is 3 ft for wcves 

of i Rule. These matheratica1 conclusions can be x- 

plained in t%o ranners. iither LJe nuountain "top" is the 

nia jor factor for producing large amplitude waves or the 

weves over Narys Peak are not near maximum amplitude 

we ve s. 

Wind irofile 

The effect of wind profile upon the amplitude of 

lee-weves is expressed as: 

(36) 

1'{; 

, where(A, , is the wind 

speed at the ground and L' t10 wind speed at some 

heigat - . This term seems to indicato a decrease in 

the amplitude es the velocity increases with height. 

Scorer ignores the importance of truie term by reasoning 

the values of U4 , cre never near zero. The cutlior of 

this paper feels Liat the surface wind, t1, , for example, 
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at the base of arys Leak would be uch smaller than the 

wind at the top of Lho peak: 

The author feels that it IA, is the wind speed at the base 

of the effective neight of the mountain, more reasonable 

values of this ratio can be obLained. 

In the caso of rainstae, where the wind profile is 

the important factor, we obtain tue fo1lowin chrt: 

vr 

(4' 

u-, 

(/11 

small relative effect 
on tne amplitude 

1ere relative effect 
ori the amplitude 

small relative effect 
on ttìe amplitude 

We can conclude froni the above drawing that this term 

will have a large effect upon the amplitude of lee-waves 

at the mountain top he1ht. 
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J Profile 

The (pramotor i directly proportional to te 

amplItude of the waves. ince J depends upon the wind 

profile for the case of raInst-e, tPo largest value of 

this term would be at rnoutin top height. 
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CHAPTER V 

JTTTT' rAmA 

The theory of lee-waves durir rainstago sests that 

there be a s-shaped c'irvo ici tb: wind profile downstream 

from the mountain. 

The procurement f data immediately at the mountain 

top was attempted but was met with consistent failure due 

to the icing of the anemometers nd the severe wind speeds 

on the top of Narys Peak. !. riFged anemometer system will 

be necessary to withstand th severe weather conditions on 

Marys Pesa. 

The Salem United btatos eater iureau Station is 

northeast of Narys leak ()4..° azimuth). when there is 

a southwest wind (which blows recularly during the winter 

months), the wind profile is represented on Radiosonde 

data. This data is collected every 6 hours. 

The mountain presents itself as an obstacle to the 

wind, The wind hes to speed up over the top of the 

mountain in muon the same manner as air has to flow fnster 

over the top of an airfoil. This increase of wind speed at 

approximately the ICCO foot level hs been noted in the 

Slern Radiosonde reports. Figures 1-9 demonstrate the 

increase of wind L:peed et tûe L.00O foot level downwind from 

Merys Peak. ince Lue data was collected in thousand foot 

1ntorvais th exact position of tne Increase in wind speed 

cenot oe determined. 
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TAULE 0F WIND FROFILÍLS 

iigure Q. _ () 
i January 2, 1960 0L.00 

2 January 29, 1°60 2200 

3 Marcú 3, 1960 1600 

L. March 6, 1960 1600 

5 March 12, 1960 1600 

6 Marcn 25, 1960 1600 

7 March 31, 1960 OL0O 

8 April 1, 1960 0L1.00 

9 April L, 1960 0IOO 

10 iThrch 27, 1960 OtO0 
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CHAPTtR VI 

RADAR OBSERVATIONS OF LE_1.iA VES 

The strength of radar echo will give some indication 

of ti raindrop size. The :ont of echo intesity is 

directly proportional to the sixth power of the diameter 

of trie raindrop. 

On the updraft portions of standing wave, the 

raindrops are iarer than those ori the down draft portions 

of tie waves. The ronson for this is that the raindrops 

going up stay in the air loner and grow larger than those 

on the down draft portions. Since th uçdrfts and the 

down drafts are directly adjacent, it could be expected 

that the mjor factor for changes in echo intensity would 

be raindrop size. 

On T"arch 27, l6O at 6:00 PN a lee-wave was observed 

downwind from Marys Peak a AN/CPS-9 Radar Set which was 

stationed on the peak. Platos Ï-XII show the stationary 

echo nrrthenst of the peak. This evidence kìows that 

bauds of precipitation were streaming by the peak whIle 

this ocho remained relatie1y rotionless over a given 

period of time. The ecno Is approximately 2 miles down- 

wind. Figure 10 shows that th wind direction corrolates 

with the echo being downstream fror arys Peak. 
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PLATE I 

PLATE II 
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PIATE III 

PLÂT IV 
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PLATE V 

T A1 
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PLATE VII 

PLATE VIII 
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PLATE IX 

PLATE X 
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PLATE XI 

PLATE XII 
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CHAPTER VII 

CONCLUSIONS 

The tpp1ict1ori of perturbation theory to 1ee-wvs 
hE3 sorte very 11ited restrictions. These restrietioris 
Lnve Lredy been dicssod in chapters I arid II The 

resuitcìt or trio perturbtioa teory which rel9tes the 
wind profile to the aveieritb seems to corresp ond ith 
experinoQta1 evidence. Te exact correspondence will be 

very diCficuit to estiish withot a detailed study. The 

radiosonde data froh Salem correlates in shape with the 

ana1jtical conclusions remarkably well. 

The radar pictures give evidence of a stationary echo 

that can be explained by tne existence of a standin wave 

in the lee of Marys teak. There has been furtter evidences 

of lee-waves behiid arys Peak in Pikes (3) thesis. 

Tereforo, tbe existence of lee-waves during rairistage is 
well established. 
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CHAPTER VIII 

PROPOSALS FOR FURTHER RESEARCH 

Many suggestions for research have been implicitly 

mentioned throughout the text of this paper. 

The main proposais rire: 

1. Research of a detailed nature of the 

windflow at the top of a mountain. 

2. ore radar research uçon the passae of 

preclpitatLori echoes over a mountain. 

3. hesearch on the wind profiles downstream 

nc3 upstream from a mountain. 
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